(1.1) 2n 1) 6i1...i2nQ?1i2 n ... n Qi2n-112n = X(N)
where Qi5 denote the curvature forms and X(N) is the Euler-Poincare characteristic.
The left hand side of (1.1) is a differential geometric or Riemannian geometric quantity and the right hand side is a topological quantity. In (1.1), even dimensionality is essential. For a compact orientable Riemannian manifold (M2n-~1, g) of odd dimension, we have X (M) = 0. This shows that M = M21 admits a vector field with no singular points.
If we try to find some formula on (M21, g) analogous to (1.1), some restriction on this may be necessary and it might be hoped that the right hand side is a linear combination of Betti numbers.
We assume that e = eo is a unit vector field. Let wo be the 1-form dual to eo with respect to g. Then we have local fields of orthonormal vectors e0, e1, , e2n and the dual w0, w1, ... , wen. We call this frame field a e-frame field. By QAB (A, B =0, 1,..., 2n) we denote the curvature forms with respect to the above frame field. By 13r(M) we denote the r-th Betti number of M. In this paper we have THEOREM A. Let (M2n-~1, g) be a compact Riemannian manifold admitting a unit Killing vector e and let (e0, eti) be a e-frame field. Assume that (1.2) Q0 = wz A w0, i =1, ... , 2n, and that each trajectory of e is of constant length l(e). Then
where, putting dwa = cpABWA A WB,
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(1.4) F(Qij, w0) _ ~'s11...i2n(""1112-~oiii2dwo-~co lkwk n o12lwl) n ... A (~Gti 2n-li2n Ti2n-1~2ndw~-~ Ti2n-ik1Uk A (pi2n1wl) n w0 .
The condition (1.2) is independent of the choice of e-frame fields. In fact, let R be the Riemannian curvature tensor of (M2n~1, g). Then (1.2) is equivalent to where WAB and GAB denote the connection forms and curvature forms, respectively; WAB+WBA = 0 and QAB+QBA =0. Let (*eA) be another frame field such that
Then the curvature forms *QAB with respect to (*eA) satisfy (2.4) *QABaACaBDQCD § 3. Sasakian structures.
Let (M2n$1, g) be a Riemannian manifold admitting a unit Killing vector e satisfying
where R(X, Y)Z= V EX,Y1Z-[V X, VY]Z and V denotes the Riemannian connection. Since is a Killing vector, it satisfies V x(V e)Y+R(X, )Y= 0 (this relation is equivalent to the fact that is an infinitesimal affine transformation). Hence, the left hand side of (3.1) may be replaced by -V x(V e)Y. Such a Riemannian manifold is called a Sasakian manifold or normal contact Riemannian manifold (cf. Sasaki-Hatakeyama [8] , Hatakeyama-Ogawa-Tanno [6] , etc.) and it is denoted by (M2n-~1, , g). For completeness we give a brief summary of relations of structure tensors (see [6] , up to constant factors). We define a (1,1)-tensor field cp by cp = -V E, i. e., X_ -V1.
By V(g(, )) =0, we have cps = -V ee =0. Next, by V x(cp) =0, we have (V Xcp)+cpV xe = V x(.-V e)e-cpcpX = 0. The last equation and (3.1) give
Considering the inner product of the both sides of (3.2) and Y, and noticing that c~ = -VE is skew-symmetric with respect to g, we have
If wo is the 1-form dual to with respect to g, i. e., w0(X) = g(, X), by cp = -Ve we have (3.4) dwo(X, Y) = 2g(X, cpY).
wa satisfies wo n (dwo)n 0 and is called a contact form. With respect to local coordinates (x4), we have
Sasakian manifolds (more generally contact manifolds) are orientable. Let (C = ea, e1, e2; ; w0, wen) be a C-frame field. Then it is not difficult to see that where cpi j = g(ei, cpe j), and w;i are the connection forms on (B2n, G) with respect to (ft) (cf. Kobayashi [7] , Proposition 2). The curvature forms QAB -are given by (cf . [7] , Proposition 3) 
Continuing this step we have (5.5). q. e. d. An orthonormal frame ( = e0, e1, coe1= en~1, , en, coen = e2) ) is called a co-frame. With respect to a cp-frame, we have
where E denotes an n X n unit matrix. § 6. The special case where dim M= 3. If we take a cp-frame field, we have it*(Qi2) _ Q12-w3Aw4, 7r*(Q 4)= Q14--w2Awar *(~2 31) Q23-w1 n w4, *(Q34) = Q34-w1 n w2f *(Qls) = Q13-2w2 n w4-3w1 n war and it*(Q24) = Q24-2w1 A w3-3w2 A w4. Hence, we have then we can assume the length of is 1 and we can change the Riemannian metric g by g* = (1/k)g and by that (M, E*, g*) is a Sasakian manifold.
Every complete Riemannian manifold of constant curvature 1 and odd dimension admits a Sasakian structure (Wolf [13] , Tanno [12] ).
(ii) Let N be a 4-dimensional compact orientable Riemannian manifold with Betti numbers jSp(N). Let S be a circle of length l and let Nx S be the Riemannian product of N and S. A unit tangent vector field on S defines a unit Killing vector E on M5 = NX S in the natural way. Its dual 1-form wo is parallel. Then 
